
 

The latest Bollywood movies are available for download on kickass 720p. Get your favorite movies right now on Jai Ho movie
download kickass 720p! Jai Ho is a film that is released in theaters on Christmas Day, Friday, December 25th 2015. It is
directed by Ali Abbas Zafar and written by Abhishek Kapoor who has also penned the screenplay of the movie. The movie stars
Salman Khan, Daisy Shah and Tabu in pivotal roles. The film was first announced with title Welcome Back which later got
changed to Jai Ho meaning ‘let’s succeed' or 'good luck'. The release date of the movie was brought forward by a week due to
which Salman Khan got more time to promote the movie. The actor had stated that this would be his last film before starting his
political career which he had mentioned during promotion of Kick being released on Eid also. "Jai Ho" is produced by Lyca
Productions, Illuminati Films, Red Chillies Entertainment and Salman Khan Productions along with Rajshri Media Pvt Ltd. The
shooting part of Jai Ho started in June 2015, with shooting locations being various cities in Mumbai including the famous
Marine Drive where three romantic songs were shot. Indian model Daisy Shah made an appearance as a new face for Jai Ho.
Already having done many fashion shows in various cities, she has made her film debut in this movie. She will be seen playing
the role of a policewoman. The makers of the movie were very secretive about the production details. They refrained from
giving much information about it before its release date. The first music launch was held on November 24th, 2015 in Mumbai at
Yash Raj Studios which is located in Andheri West, Mumbai. Salman Khan and Daisy Shah took part to promote the album of
the movie and had a performance for its launch and promotions of Jai Ho song tracks and videos of them that will be shown on
TV channels. The event was attended by an array of celebrities including Rohit Shetty, Karan Johar, Poonam Bajwa, Varun
Dhawan, Sonakshi Sinha and Ritesh Deshmukh. The music album of Jai Ho is composed by Sandesh Shandilya and is
distributed through Sony Music India. The album consists of nine tracks with lyrics penned by Amitabh Bhattacharya and
Amaal Mallik. The digital version of the whole album has eleven tracks. The music album of Jai Ho contains number of
compositions which were sung by various singers like Aditi Singh Sharma, Altamash Faridi, Raman Mahadevan, Shreya
Ghoshal and Vishal Dadlani. The lyrics for all the songs in the album have been written by Amitabh Bhattacharya and Amaal
Mallik. The movie was released on December 25th 2015. The movie opened to mixed response from film critics and audience
alike. It received 3.5 star rating from tillers while some others changed their rating to 1 star after watching it in theaters.
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